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Abstract

In this paper� we present a signal�to�noise analysis
of synchronous attractor networks of hysteretic thresh�
old elements� The addition of hysteresis is known to
enhance the capacity and convergence rate of attrac�
tor networks� The aim of this paper is partly to elabo�
rate on results reported previously by other researchers�
and to address the issue of whether there is an optimal
value for hysteresis� Based on the simpli�ed analysis
reported here� we conclude that� for a given network
loading �ratio of patterns stored to network size�� there
is an optimal value of hysteresis� but it changes as re�
covery proceeds to convergence� We hypothesize that a
time�varying �hysteresis schedule� can be used to en�
hance the performance of attractor networks�

�� Introduction

Attractor networks ��� ��� have been widely investi�
gated as associative memories for storing bipolar pat�
terns� and a number of results about their dynamics�
storage capacity� etc�� are available ��� ���� In this pa�
per� we focus on a relatively neglected aspect of at�
tractor networks 	 the e
ect of using neurons with
hysteresis ����

Hysteretic neurons add an inertial element to the
dynamics of attractor networks� so that small inputs
�which are often the result of noise have little impact
on network dynamics� This can signi�cantly reduce re�
call errors� and bestows a degree of immunity to zero
mean noise ��� ����� However� there has only been lim�
ited quantitative characterization of this e
ect� This
paper addresses several important issues in this re�
spect� � What is the mechanism by which hysteresis
enhances network performance� � What is the rela�
tionship between performance and the degree of hys�

teresis� and � Is there an optimal value for hysteresis
given network size and storage�

�� Network Description

We consider networks of N neurons with �� out�
puts� The input to neuron i at time t is given by�

ui�t �
NX
j ��i

wijzj�t � �

where zj is the output of neuron j and wij is the
strength of the connection from j to i� The output of
neuron i is then calculated as

zi�t � sgn �ui�t � Tzi�t � ��

where sgn�  is the signum function and T is the
hysteresis parameter� Essentially� the e
ect of the T
parameter is to create a �hysteresis region� of width
�T in the neuron�s switching function� so that output
zi�t switches from �� to �� only if ui�t � �T � and
from �� to �� only if ui�t � T �

A set of P patterns� �� �
�
��j
�
� j � �� ���� N are

stored in the network using the the standard Hebbian
rule�

wij �
�

N

X
�

��i �
�
j

with bits chosen to be �� or �� independently with
probability ���� Recall for pattern �� is then tested
by setting the network�s initial state to a probe vector�
��� � which di
ers from �� in K bits� The network is
expected to converge to �� �

The similarity between the network state� z�t� at
time t and a pattern� �� is measured by



m��t �
�

N

X
j

��j zj�t

which is between �� and �� It is related to the
number of incorrect bits by �incorrect � N ���m���
so the number of correct bits is �correct � N ���m���

�� Analysis

To simplify analysis� we consider the recall of a
speci�c pattern� ��� with the assumption that� at
time �� m��� is the only overlap of magnitude O���
The method follows the standard �signal�to�noise� ap�
proach ��� ���� which is used primarily to analyze one�
step stability under the assumption that all m�� � �� �
are small �compared to m� and independent� Analy�
sis of multi�step dynamics in a fully connected network
requires the more sophisticated mean��eld approxima�
tion ��� or more advanced methods of statistical neu�
rodynamics which take temporal correlations into ac�
count ��� ���� Thus� the analysis given below is only a
�rst�cut approximation� One situation where signal�to�
noise analysis does become exact is strong asymmetric
dilution ���� However� strong dilution typically requires
extremely large networks� The extent to which the ap�
proximation is useful for the fully�connected case is be�
ing investigated through simulations�

The e
ect of hysteresis on network dynamics can be
understood by dividing neurons into four classes at any
time step t � �� These are�

�� Lost Neurons �L�� All neurons i which have incor�
rect output at step t�� and input of the incorrect
sign� i�e ��i zi�t � � � �� and ��i ui�t � � � ���
These neurons would have been incorrect regard�
less of hysteresis�

�� Blocked Neurons �B�� All neurons i which have
incorrect output at step t � � but input of the
correct sign� i�e ��i zi�t � � � �� and ��i ui�t �
� � ��� These neurons are incorrect only because
hysteresis has locked them into their state at step
t�

�� Protected Neurons �P�� All neurons i which have
correct output at step t�� but input of the incor�
rect sign� i�e ��i zi�t�� � �� and ��i ui�t�� � ���
These neurons are correct only because hysteresis
has locked them into their state at step t�

�� Safe Neurons �S�� All the remaining neurons i�
with ��i zi�t�� � �� and ��i ui�t�� � ��� These
neurons would have been correct regardless of hys�
teresis�

Using signal�to�noise analysis �e�g�� ���� it can be
shown that� when m��t is the only signi�cant �O��
overlap and N and P are large� the probabilities of a
neuron i belonging to each of the four classes at step
t � �� with m��t � m� are�

P �i � L � PL�m�T 
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where � � P�N � and

Q�x � �p
�	

Z �

x

e�x
���dx

From this� it is simple to calculate the mean��eld
value of m� �t � � as

hm�t � �i � ���
�� � mQ

�
m � Tp

�

�

����mQ

�
m� Tp

�

��

This is the same as the expression found by Wang
and Ross ���� The e
ect of hysteresis �compared to the
no hysteresis case can be measured by the di
erence
of cardinality between sets P and B� For large N � this
reduces to D�m�T  � N �PP �PB� The optimal value
of hysteresis� Topt�m� de�ned as that T which gives
the greatest D�m�T  at the next step �or the greatest
m�t � �� is then given by�



Topt �
P

�mN
ln

�
� � m

��m

�

To ascertain the long term behavior of the system�
the mean��eld dynamics of m��t can be calculated it�
eratively from Eqn� ��� The �nal overlap� hm��i� is
a function of m��� T � and �� as is the rate of conver�
gence�

The questions of interest for recall are whether
m�� � m��� and how close it is to �� This can
be seen in terms of the ��step dynamics of m�t� The
map from m�t to m�t� � depends on the loading� ��
and the hysteresis� T �Figure ��
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Figure 1. The dependence of m�t�� on load-
ing and m�t. In the plot on the left, m�t � ���,
while in the other, � � ���.

There exists a point m�t � � � m�t � � �
m���� T � which is the �xed point of the dynamics and
the best mean retrieval achievable at that loading and
hysteresis �Figures � � ��

Probe patterns with m�� � m� will degrade down
to m�� The recall quality desired� md� therefore� im�
plies a critical loading� �c� which gives the capacity of
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Figure 2. The dependence of the m�t � m�t�
� map on hysteresis. T � � for (a) and ��� for
(b), with � � ���. The bold curve is the map
obtained when T is set to its optimal value,
Topt, for each m�t. The intersection with the
diagonal is the fixed point, m�.

the network� It is that � beyond which m�t�� � m�t
for m�t � md� and is a decreasing function of md�
�It must be emphasized� however� that this analysis
ignores temporal correlations produced by the recur�
rent dynamics� More accurate 	 but more complicated
	 approximations can be obtained through statistical
neurodynamics techniques ��� ���� ����

It is obvious from Eqn� �� that� for a given m��
the critical loading is an increasing function of T �Fig�
ure �� but setting T too high has two negative con�
sequences� � It slows convergence drastically� and �
In �nite size networks� it can preclude any completion
whatsoever�

For any given loading� However� if T is updated ev�
ery step to the Topt corresponding to the current over�
lap� convergence is much faster �since Topt is de�ned as
giving the maximal increment of m� and� in theory� has
m� � � for any loading �Figure �� since� by de�nition�
we choose T to maximize the current m�t � ��m�t�

Of course� as loading increases� the convergence be�
comes very slow �since Topt becomes very large� and



the assumption of small� independent overlaps m� is
violated� Nevertheless� we can conclude that� � Hys�
teresis always increases network capacity �at least in in�
�nite size networks� and � For any reasonable loading�
�� and sizeable m��� there exists an update schedule
for T which would assure full completion� Of course�
this schedule will not be available in a practical situa�
tion� since its calculation requires knowledge of m�t�
but it might be possible to de�ne near�optimal default
schedules based on an estimated m�� and the loading�
This is especially so since Topt is a strictly increasing
function of m� and� in a completion situation� must
increase monotonically in time�
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Figure 3. The dependence of the m�t � m�t�
� map on � with T � �. The settings are:
� � ��� for (a) and ��� for (b).

�� Simulation Results

Figure � shows some preliminary simulation results
for a ��� neuron network storing ��� patterns� The
loading of ��� is clearly too high for recovery at no hys�
teresis� However� the introduction of a little hysteresis
begins to produce recall� which peaks near T � � before
succumbing to �nite�size e
ects� For very large hystere�
sis� there is no dynamics because all neurons have ui

in the hysteresis band� The shape of the overlap curve
is of particular interest� re�ecting the dependence of
m�t � � on T �Figure ��b�
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Figure 4. Graph (a) shows the dependence
of the critical loading, �c on hysteresis for
m�t � ���� (*), m�t � ��� (x), and m�t � ���
(+). Graph (b) shows the value of m�t � �
vs. hysteresis, T , for various loadings. In all
cases, m�t � ���. The critical loading is that
� at which m�t � � falls below m�t, implying
failure of recall. However, m�t�� � m�t does
not imply convergence to m�� � �, only that
m�� � m��.

There is also a decrease in convergence time with
hysteresis� In a large enough network� this speedup
would eventually reverse as increments in m�t dimin�
ished� but for a �nite size network� convergence at high
hysteresis in instantaneous because there is no dynam�
ics 

�� Discussion

The foregoing analysis illustrates how hysteresis
works in an attractor network� It has two opposing
e
ects� protection of already correct bits that might
have been corrupted� and blocking of incorrect bits
from switching to their correct states� The interac�
tion between these two e
ects determines the optimal
hysteresis�

Heuristically� the argument can be understood as
follows� Starting from a reasonably high overlap with



the correct pattern� it can be expected that neurons
which get input of large magnitude are already well�
aligned with the desired pattern�
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Figure 5. The graph on top shows the final av-
erage overlap as a function of hysteresis for
recall in a 500 neuron network with 200 pat-
terns. The dashed horizontal line indicates
the initial overlap (����). The graph on the
bottom shows the mean convergence time for
the same simulations. All data points are av-
eraged over 10 runs with independent data
sets.

However� neurons which get a small recurrent input
are in a �risky� situation� and their input might well
have an incorrect polarity� By clamping these neurons�
we essentially try to �preserve� the existing ratio of
correct bits in this risky population�

If the overlap with the desired pattern is high
enough� probability will generally ensure that most of
the clamped bits are correct �protected rather than
incorrect �blocked� However� as T becomes too large�
the clamping begins to encroach upon neurons that are
not at risk� preventing them from �correctly following
their input� The larger the existing overlap� the larger
hysteresis can be made� since preserving the status quo
becomes increasingly optimal� When overlap is perfect
�m� � �� hysteresis can be made in�nite because no
further switching is needed�
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